EZ BINDER™
RATCHETING CHAIN BINDER
Quicker and safer than standard chain binders

QUICK ACTING
Quick acting ratchet design is easy to tension and release.

HEAVY GAUGE STEEL
Heavy gauge steel construction with corrosion resistant zinc plating.
- Free wheel function for quick take up of chain.
- Quality grade 100 load chain is used in binder.
- Will take up 12” of chain during tensioning.

PAWL SAFETY LOCK
ANTI-SLIP MOLDED HANDLE
SWIVEL G70 HOOK
CHAIN GUIDING FRAME

VERSATILE
Use with 5/16” Grade 70 or 3/8” Grade 43 binder chains.

EVENLY DISTRUBITED FORCE
Dual solid gears distribute tensioning force evenly.

ANTI-SLIP
Anti-slip molded handle; Durable contoured handle grip for comfortable operation.